2000 (2015)
Pulsating Biomagnetic Field Generator

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

 DEVICE HANDLING
The image presents appearance of the device and table for frequency setting
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Switches are used for turning the device ON and OFF and setting the desired frequency,
by turning the switches 1-4. For example to set frequency of 15 Hz set the switches 1 and
4 in ON position
LED diode is the visual indicator of setting the desired frequency and battery status

At lower frequencies it is lighted clearly (it blinks) in the rhythm of the same, slower, while at
higher frequencies this effect is much faster. If the battery is empty it will not light or will not be
visible at all. Then the battery should be replaced by following the instruction:

-

Button is used for the check of the described behavior of the LED diode, or for setting the
set frequency and the battery status. By pressing it we will notice the necessary lighting of
the LED diode. By pressing the button, periodically, at least once per day, we are checking
the battery status.

By putting the switch 1-4 into the position ON we turn the device on and it works on certain
frequency. When we wish to dispose the device, or not use it for a while, all devices should be
put in opposite position from the ON position. Afterwards, check, press button for a while shortly,
LED diode will not blink, device is turned off.
-

If the device is not to be used for a longer period of time, all switches should be put
in the position opposite of ON and battery should be removed

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE

Model
Type
Desctiption
Pulse frequency range
Exit signal
Signal shape
Magnetic field power
Magnetic field density change speed
Electric field strength amplitude
Supply
Battery
Battery capacity
Consumption
Continuous operation time
Dimensions
Material
Weight
Working temperature
Moisture

BELMAG
2000
Device emitting pulsating magnetic field
2 Hz to 24 Hz
Pulsating magnetic field
Rectangular
Max. 1,8 μT (1µT=0.01 Gaus)
dB/dt=1T/s
Max Et=10 V/cm
Autonomous, battery 3 V
Lithium CR – 2032
170 mAh
Max 0.25 mA with LED diode 0.5 mA
Approx. 650 hours with maximum load
61 x 36.5 x 16 mm
ABS plastic
31 g (34 g including battery)
-10°C to +45°C
Max 90%

 WARNINGS
-

Keep the device out of reach of small children and pets. Small parts can cause choking or
serious injuries in case of swallowing
Turn the device off in environment that is potentially explosive
Do not use the device near flammable fuels or chemicals
Turn the device off if so requested by the warning signs or instructions
Your device can cause explosions or fire near flammable fuels or storage and transport of
chemical substances as well as explosive areas
Do not dispose and transport flammable fluids, gas or explosive matters in the same space
with the device

Battery and equipment:

-

-

When replacing the batteries strictly into account the polarity of the battery.
Use only appropriate battery for your device. Inappropriate battery can cause serious
malfunction and damage
Never throw the device or battery in fire. Used battery or device are to be disposed off in
accordance with regulations
Never place battery or device on heat source, such as microwave oven, stove or radiator.
Do not leave the device for a long period of time on direct Sunlight. Battery can explode if
overheated.
Never destroy or drill the battery. Avoid exposure to high external pressure that can lead
to internal short circuit or overheating
Avoid exposure of the battery to very low or very high temperatures. Extreme conditions
can damage the power and life expectancy of the battery
Prevent the contact of the battery with metal objects, for this can lead to connecting + and
– poles of the battery and lead to temporary or permanent damage
Never use damaged battery

 MAINTENANCE

 Use the device exlusively as described in Instructions for Use. Do not perform any
interventions on the device. There are no servicable parts for the user.
 If you allow non-qualified staff to service your device this can lead to damage and
annulation of the manufacturer warranty
 Device is not waterproof and should not come into contact with the water. Should be kept
dry. Liquid can cause serious damage. Damage with water can cancel the manufacturer
warranty.
 Protect the device from physical impact. Device is not provided for rough handling, which
increases the risk from plastic housing damage and inner electronic setting
 Do not use chemicals, solvents, strong detergents or moisture for device cleaning. Device
can be cleaned with soft, well drained rag.
 SERVICING
Service secured, spare parts and battery inserts with the manufacturer.
 WARRANTY
1. Warranty starts from the purchase date of the device and lasts 24 months
2. We agree that in case of malfunction of the device, within the warranty period, we will repair
the device or replace it with another one of the same or similar characteristics in the period
of maximum of 15 days
3. Warranty does not refer to battery inserts the buyer provides himself
4. Warranty is cancelled in case of mechanical damage on the device as well as intervention
by unauthorized persons
 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For all additional information please contact the following addresses and telephones:
-

Zoran Stankovic, engineer
Web address:
http://www.belmag.rs
e-mail address:
belmag9@gmail.com
mobile telephone:
+ 381 (0)63 7098 134

